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CHAPTER 1

WHAT IS MARKETING AUTOMATION

Marketing Automation

Despite the name, marketing automation is not a system put into
place to send out generic messages to people en masse hoping
that, by bombarding users with emails, some desired result will be
achieved.
The term marketing automation actually refers to the strategy,
software and tactics used to attract, engage, segment and nurture
prospects, leads and even customers using email. By utilizing
software to connect social media, email and a CRM, and enabling
multiple touch points, automation allows businesses to create a
more efficient way to communicate with various audiences. This
is especially important when communicating with a significant
number of potential customers. At that point using Outlook and
Excel spreadsheets to manage your program becomes unwieldy.
More than just an email system, marketing automation employs
“triggers” — or actions — to enroll people in workflows, which
are designed to move them through the purchase process by
delivering strategically-timed and relevant messaging. Though
follow-up emails are automated, in that they are programmed to
be sent at specific intervals based on previous actions, they are
carefully written, personalized using dynamic content, and sent to
segmented lists based on personas and conversion paths.

Marketing automation is closely tied to inbound marketing,
content marketing and the process of lead generation and lead
nurturing. Where inbound marketing uses blogging, social media
and keywords to attract users and entice them to trade personal
information (such as a name and email address) for valuable
content (case studies, whitepapers, checklists, webinars, demos),
marketing automation nurtures those leads through their decisionmaking process by providing the right messaging at the right time.
It’s not about sending the same email to everyone on your
contacts list every month, and you don’t just set and forget an
automation strategy.
If done correctly, automation can lead to faster sales cycles,
increased customer satisfaction, lower cost of acquisition and
greater efficiencies in managing your sales funnel.
And, with so many touch points and opportunities to target niche
audiences through various channels, marketing automation
makes it easier to track leads where they are and communicate in
a consistent brand voice while also creating a personalized user
experience.

The messages are designed to attract and engage visitors,
promoting communication across channels. By tracking
the actions someone takes, and their interactions with your
communications, marketing automation helps a company to
collect and organize data from multiple marketing channels to
improve lead scoring and lead qualification. Automation also
allows businesses to provide comprehensive and cohesive crosschannel experiences for users via templates and campaign tools.
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CHAPTER 2

WHAT ARE THE GOALS OF A
MARKETING AUTOMATION STRATEGY?

Marketing Automation
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Goals are important to a successful marketing automation strategy. Not
only do goals help you measure success and align your marketing and
sales teams, goals help businesses determine the most appropriate
marketing automation tools to achieve those goals.

Common goals include:
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Increase leads. Marketing automation in combination with content
marketing allows you to increase leads by informing landing page
optimization, form and conversion path creation using real time data and
A/B testing.
Manage leads more effectively. Marketing automation allows you to
create segmented lists based on specific user information and conversion
data such as email opens and clicks to send targeted information, as well
as understand where in the sales funnel your contacts are.
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Build stronger relationships. Automation allows businesses to stay
top-of-mind with contacts especially throughout a long sales cycle. It also
allows businesses to re-engage cold leads using content specifically
created for these inactive prospects.
Qualify leads using lead scoring. Marketing automation allows you
to implement lead scoring, adding or subtracting points based on user
actions in order to qualify leads before being passed to a member of
the sales team. According to the Annuitas Group, “Businesses that use
marketing automation to nurture prospects experiences a 451% increase
in qualified leads.”
Increase conversions from prospect to customer. Using A/B testing
and targeted messaging to specific contacts at the right time intervals,
marketing automation allows business to increase conversions from lead
to customer more quickly and at a reduced cost of acquisition. Companies
that excel at lead nurturing generate “50% more sales ready leads at 33%
lower cost.” (Forrester Research)
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CHAPTER 3

AN INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING
AUTOMATION TACTICS

Marketing Automation

Now that you know what marketing automation is and why you
might want to implement a marketing automation system, let’s
look at some of the various tactics involved in creating marketing
automation strategies.
While many marketing automation software solutions are centered
on a CRM or email marketing, with email being a key channel in
automation, marketing automation relies on multiple tactics to create
a successful program or campaign.

Buyer Personas
Buyer personas are fictitious representations of your ideal customer
created using market research and anecdotal information about
your existing customers. Personas allow you to better understand
your prospects so that you can tailor content and messaging to
suit his or her needs and address his or her concerns. You will
very likely have more than one persona as you likely have more
than one “type” of person who either buys from you or is involved
in the purchase decision. Your website and content should take
the different personas — and their different requirements — into
account. This allows you to personalize offers and information
for specific segments of your audience when sending emails to
contacts in your database. Combined with lead scoring and lifecycle
stages, personas let you map out content and offers that are
relevant and timely.

Lead Generation
According to Forrester, buyers might be anywhere from two-thirds to
90% of the way through their buying journey before they even reach
the vendor. Lead generation is the process of capturing the interest
of those self-directed buyers, who are searching online for solutions
to problems or who are in the early stages of the buying process.

8

Unlike older lead-generation methods where marketers simply
found the names and contact information of prospects and then
passed them on to the sales team for cold calls, this can be done
with search-optimized landing pages and content, pay-per-click
ads, or social media. The focus of these activities is on attracting
visitors to your website by cutting through all the online noise with
content deemed valuable and enticing to these visitors. The goal is
to provide something that they will trade their contact information for
- resources or information such as an e-book or white paper.
Once lead data is captured via a landing page, leads can then be
coaxed through the purchase process using lead nurturing.

Lead Scoring
Lead scoring allows you to fine tune your lead nurturing strategy
using segmentation. Lead scoring, as part of marketing automation,
adds (or subtracts) point values based on actions the prospect
takes online (clicks and opens of lead nurturing emails, how a lead
found you, what pages they visit or what content they download);
demographic information (such as industry or company size); or
both to help members of the marketing team determine when a lead
is ready to pass on to the sales team.
Because not all leads are created equal, you’ll want to use lead
scoring to help focus your marketing and sales efforts on the
prospects that matter most -those most likely and most ready to buy.
Lead scoring provides a quick and easy way to prioritize leads and
to send messages customized for particular stages of the buying
journey rather than messages based solely on persona.
Taken together, lead generation, lead scoring and lead nurturing
create an efficient lead process, shorter sales cycles and lower cost
of acquisition by allowing the sales team to focus on leads who
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have been qualified as “sales ready.” This leaves less-qualified
leads to be nurtured by the marketing team until they’re ready (or
deemed completely unqualified). Lead scoring can also lead to a
better relationship between sales and marketing, aligning goals and
establishing a common definition of a sales-qualified lead.

Content Creation
Gone are the days of static brochure websites that occupy a dusty
corner of the world wide web. Today, websites need to provide a
wealth of relevant or useful information to online searchers. That
information is typically called “content,” and is more than just blog
posts. It can take the form of an infographic, cartoon or product
video; it can be a whitepaper, a top-ten list, or a song parody.
The truth is, content can really be anything.
In an article from May of 2014, PR Daily listed 101 different types
of content to help drive people to your website. But here’s the
rub: The content must be strategically connected to your brand,
provide value to visitors, and be appropriate to the buyer’s journey
to attract, engage and convert users on your website. This is what
empowers marketers to nurture leads and better support sales
efforts.
Each type of content has its own strengths and weaknesses. For
example, infographics, which present information or data visually,
are frequently shared and viewed more often than other types
of content. However, they are time consuming to research and
develop, and can be costly to construct. Similarly, making good
videos isn’t cheap, but they are great for presenting messages
visually and memorably. On the other hand, lists don’t cost a lot
to produce, whether they’re long or short. They are popular and
relatively easy to write if you know your stuff.

While a successful content marketing strategy is not solely about
the quantity of content produced, a good deal of content is needed
to increase traffic to your website and generate lead conversions.
Thankfully, content doesn’t have to be uniquely created by your
business. Content can be “expert content” which is credible thirdparty content or “user-generated content” created by your fans
or followers — things like reviews or social media posts and
testimonials. Your original content can also be repurposed into other
forms for distribution on different channels or to target different
personas.
Once you have created personas, you can begin to define and map
content to each persona at various buying stages (top of the funnel,
middle of the funnel and bottom of the funnel).
Mapping or planning your content-distribution strategy based on the
various buying stages of personas allows you to focus your contentcreation efforts specifically on what interests your audience.
Hubspot, an inbound marketing software platform, outlines types
of content appropriate for different buying stages, with lowcommitment offers at the top of the funnel and high-commitment
offers at the bottom of the funnel.

Developing content — what
kind and how to approach it
mymm.co/developing-content
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Content allows you to attract visitors, drawing them from an internet search or
social media feed to your website. It becomes a sustained and cyclical effort to
continually create content to attract visitors and convert leads. MOZ refers to
this continuous effort as the content machine.

Landing Page Best Practices
mymm.co/landing-pages-best-practices

CTAs/Landing Pages/Thank-You Pages
Calls-to-Action, (CTAs), landing pages and thank-you pages are necessary to
make your content available to users. CTAs are usually buttons or links that
instruct a visitor to take an action, such as “learn more,” “download now,” or
“access the webinar.” They can be placed in blog posts or on website pages to
help direct visitors to landing pages containing your content offer.
Landing pages are an integral part of marketing automation for businesses.
People sometimes think landing pages are any page a visitor might “land on”
on a website. More specifically, they might think about the main page of each
section of a site as a landing page (what we refer to as an “index page” to help
differentiate it).

BLOG POST

For inbound marketing and marketing automation, however, a landing page is
a page which outlines an offer, contains a form and exists principally to convert
website visitors into leads by capturing some amount of personal information in
exchange for something — either a piece of content, or offer of a consultation,
demo or assessment. When a user submits the form, he/she is then directed
to a thank-you page where you can make good on the promise – the promise
being the delivery of a valuable piece of content in exchange for some
information.

Social Media
Great content that can’t be found and shared is useless. Within a marketing
automation program, it is important to integrate social media channels to
maximize exposure and create a user feedback loop.
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Social media allows you to share blog posts and landing pages
and attract targeted audience members to your website. Using
social media to engage people allows you to be helpful rather than
pushy, and to gather feedback to improve content, marketing and,
ultimately, products or services.

Segmentation
Marketing automation allows you to segment your lead database
based on a variety of factors either individually or in combination to
deliver targeted, personalized messages to groups of leads sharing
certain characteristics, needs or behaviors.
For example, using segmentation, you could send an email to “Vice
Presidents of small businesses who have downloaded two or more
content assets in the last year.” Segmenting contacts makes emails
and campaigns more targeted and relevant to the recipient and
improves conversion rates.
According to Hubspot, “39% of marketers who segmented their
email lists experienced higher open rates, 28% experienced lower
unsubscribe rates, and 24% experienced better deliverability and
greater revenue.”

Lead Nurturing
Lead nurturing is a critical part of managing your marketing
automation strategy. Lead nurturing focuses on leads who have
expressed some level of interest in your product or service but who
are not ready to buy. They may have signed up for a newsletter or
downloaded a top-of-the-funnel (TOFU) piece of content such as a
tip sheet or check list. These people are likely still doing research,
trying to find an answer to their challenge.
According to Marketo, lead nurturing is the process of “developing

relationships with buyers at every stage of the sales funnel, and
through every step of the buyer's journey. It focuses marketing and
communication efforts on listening to the needs of prospects, and
providing the information and answers they need.”
Nurturing utilizes your content plus triggered or automated
messages to further build brand awareness and grow trust while
allowing your business to stay “top of mind” through ongoing
communications.
Lead nurturing using marketing automation systems such as
Hubspot allows you to send timely, highly-personalized information
using a strategic flow of emails and offers to segmented lists. This
information can inform your prospects about your expertise, products
or services while providing valuable resources and information to
them. The key is “valuable.” This process draws leads through the
stages of the buying process and allows your prospective customers
to build a relationship with your business during their buying journey.
Today’s lead nurturing is not the same as traditional drip marketing
campaigns, which were a one-size-fits-all approach to lead follow-up
and which didn’t factor in the prospect’s activities or behaviors.

Workflows
Workflows take lead nurturing to an entirely new level by automating
functions such as sending an email or assigning a contact to
a salesperson when they are triggered by certain actions or
characteristics. Workflows are set up to follow a set of rules or
specified flow to deliver highly personalized messages specific to the
needs and interests of a contact at a given point in time. Workflows
allow you to set up a series of emails with intervals relevant to action
or even a lack of action. Workflow rules can also move contacts from
one workflow to another based on specific conversions, resulting in
greater segmentation and personalization.
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CONCLUSION
There is a good deal of complexity involved in developing

Look at marketing automation solutions closely. Email

a fully-integrated marketing automation program, and

marketing solutions such as Mailchimp offer some marketing

getting started can be overwhelming. Our advice: Start

automation and workflow functionality in addition to list

small. Crawl before you walk. Walk before you run. You

segmentation tools. Other software providers such as

will realize benefits with each step you take. Utilize tactics

Hatchbuck take a CRM-focused approach to marketing

like landing pages with lead nurturing. Focus on a single

automation. Hubspot and other robust solutions combine

persona initially and build out a few pieces of content. Then,

an email and a CRM with workflow tools that allow precise

grow your strategy and content library as you become more

control over segmentation, triggered emails and reporting

comfortable with creating content and campaigns — and as

tools to measure campaign success. In the hands of an

you see how your audience responds to those campaigns.

agency with Hubspot marketing expertise, these tools can

As your contact database grows, you can begin to add

come together to create an efficient lead gathering, lead

segmentation to make your nurturing more personalized and

nurturing and lead converting machine.

effective. Plus, the data you collect along the way will make
each step you take smarter and more effective.
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ABOUT US
Savoir Faire is a marketing communications agency that works with companies to Make Their
Marketing Matter. By and large, that includes digital tactics such as websites, content development, email marketing and social media. That said, we believe we sit at the crossroads of
traditional and digital marketing, with an adventurous spirit when it comes to evolving disciplines. We have worked with a broad range of clients to solve a wide variety of business challenges and we’d love the opportunity to discuss the specific challenges you’re facing. We
strongly believe we can help you overcome them and achieve your business goals.

Bonus Thank You Offer:

Because you took the time to read this e-book, I’d like to offer
you some additional, FREE resources from our Inbound Marketing
Library: mymm.co/resource-library.

• Inbound Marketing Campaign Guide
• Website Redesign Checklist
• Call to Actions Overview
• Guide to Landing Pages
• SEO Myths
….and more. Enjoy!
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